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国际教育学院 

西北政法大学 

2+2 国际本科项目(计划外) 

入学考试大纲 

 

入学考试分为英文水平考试和现场面试两部分。 

1、英文水平考试旨在考察学生的英文基础水平。 

2、现场面试旨在考查学生语言组织、逻辑思维能力，精神面貌良

好。（总分 100，时长 30分钟） 

    3、考生最终成绩以英文水平考试成绩结合面试成绩评定为主。 

4、英语单项选择 100 题，每题 1 分，合计 100 分，60 分为及格。 
 

 

从 A、B、C、D四个选项中，选出空白处的最佳选项。 

例: It is generally considered unwise to give a child     B      he or 

she wants. 

A. however     B. whatever      C. whichever       D. whenever 

 

答案是 B. 
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1. Stop making so much noise ____ the neighbor will start complaining.  

A. or else     B. but still     C. and then     D. so that 
2. We hope to go to the beach tomorrow, but we won't go ____ it's raining.  

A. if         B. when       C. though      D. because 
3. ——The weather is too cold ____ March this year.  
  ——It was still ____ when I came here years ago.  
  A. for; colder  B. in; cold     C. in; hot       D. for; hotter 
4. ——How much vinegar did you put in the soup? 
  ——I'm sorry to say, ____. I forget.  
  A. no     B. no one     C. nothing     D. none 
5. He is only too ready to help others, seldom, ____, refusing them when they turn to him.  

A. if never B. if ever      C. if not       D. if any 
6. ——What should I wear to attend his wedding party? 
  ——Dress ____ you like.  

A. what   B. however    C. whatever    D. how 
7. ——The research on the new bird flu virus vaccine is challenging and demanding. 
Who do you think can do the job? 
 ——____ my students have a try? 

A. Shall     B. Must     C. Will     D. May 
8. I'd like to live somewhere ____ the sun shines all year long.  

A. which     B. that     C. where     D. in which 
9. I ____ to go for a walk, but someone called and I couldn't get away.  

A. was planning     B. planned     C. had planned     D. would plan 
10. ——Your book, Tommy? 
   ——No, Mom, it's my friend's.  
   ——Remember to return it to ____ name is on it.     

A. what     B. which     C. whose     D. whosever 
11. Thank you for sending us ____ fresh vegetables of many kinds. You have done us 
____ a great service.  

A. 不填；a  B. the；a    C.不填；不填 D. the；不填 
12. Now that we ____ all the money, it's no use turning on me and saying it's all my fault.  

A. had lost   B. lost       C. have lost   D. lose 
13. We had a really bad time about six months ago but now things are ____.  

A. looking up     B. coming up     C. making up     D. turning up 
14. ——When did it begin to snow? 
   ——It started ____ the night.  

A. during         B. by           C. from          D. at 
15. Young as he is, David has gained ____ rich experience in ____ society.  

A. the; the        B. a; 不填       C. 不填；不填   D. 不填；the 
16. ____ from endless homework on weekends, the students now find their own activities, 

such as taking a ride together to watch the sunwise.  
A. Freed         B. Freeing        C. To free        D. having freed 

17. ——So you missed the meeting.  
    ——____. I got there five minutes before it finished.  
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A. Not at all      B. Not exactly     C. Not especially  D. Not really 
18. ——Do you mind if I smoke? 
    ——____ 

A. Why not?      B. Yes, help yourself      
C. Go ahead      D. Yes, but you'd better not 

19. ——We must thank you for taking the trouble to cook us a meal.  
    ——____.  

A. With pleasure            B. It doesn't matter     
C. It was no trouble at all     D. By all means 

20. ____ the temperature might drop, coal was prepared for warming.  
A. To consider     B. Considered     C. Considering     D. To be considered 

21. ——Tom, you are caught late again.  
    ——Oh, ____.  

A. not at all       B. just my luck    C. never mind      D. that's all right 
22. ——What do you think of the concert? 
    ——I really enjoy it. I didn't expect it was ____ wonderful.  

A. as            B. more          C. most           D. very 
23. The engineers made two big plans for the dam, ____ was never put in force.  

A. one of them    B. which        C. one of which     D. every one of which 
24. I have no one ____ me, for I am a new comer here.  

A. help          B. helping       C. to help          D. to have helped 
25. The little girl couldn't work the problem out. She wasn't ____ clever.  

A. that          B. much         C. enough          D. too 
26. Listen! His family must be quarrelling, ____? 

A. mustn't it     B. isn't it         C. aren't they        D. needn't they 
27. The police have ____ power to deal with such matters by ____ law.  

A. the; the      B. 不填；不填    C. 不填；the       D. the；不填 
28. Jack felt unhappy as they all went outing ____ him.  

A. except       B. but            C. without          D. besides 
29. That she hadn't kept her ____ on her work resulted in the failure.  

A. head        B. heart           C. brain            D. mind 
30. ——Did your sister pass the exam? 
    ——She failed and is in low spirits.  
    ——I'm sorry for her.  
    ——____.  

A. Thank you     B. You're welcome     
C. I would think so     D. Never mind 

31. The students spent as much time getting trained as they ____ studying.  
A. disliked       B. were       C. had       D. did 

32. It was believed that things would get worse, but ____ it is they are getting better.  
A. before        B. after        C. because   D. as 

33. As time went by, the plan stuck ____ fairly practical.  
A. to proved     B. to proving    C. proved    D. to be proved 

34. More than one ____ the people heart and soul.  
A. official has served        B. officials have served      
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C. official has served for     D. officials have served for 
35. The president stood by a window inside the room, ____, looking over the square.  

A. where I entered          B. into which I entered      
C. which I entered          D. that I entered 

36. Though I ____ to go abroad, I changed my mind and decided to stay with my family.  
A. had wanted     B. wanted     C. would want     D. did want 

37. My brother is very tall. The little bed won't ____ for him.  
A. prepare        B. match      C. fit             D. do 

38. ——Thank you so much for the lovely evening, Dennis.  
    ——You're quite welcome, Julie. ____. We'd been looking forward to seeing you.  

A. Were glad to meet you     B. I'm afraid you didn't have a good time 
  C. Thank you for your coming     D. Just stay a little longer, please 
39. Scientists say they have found a way to produce the human body's own cancer-killing 
cells through gene treatment, ____ new hope to cancer sufferers.  

A. offering     B. showing     C. taking     D. making 
40. We are going to discuss the way of reading works ____ it is used for real life 
purposes, and this should give you a better understanding of it.  

A. that     B. which     C. where     D. when 
41. ——The dinner was delicious! 
    ——I agree. I am so full.  
    ——That's too bad. But some dessert ____.  

A. has ordered     B. will be ordered      
C. has been ordered     D. was going to be ordered 

42. ——This wall of air is an effective answer to the problem and it ____ work.  
    ——But it is a question to put such a wall of air around the statue.  

A. may     B. must     C. should     D. could 
43. We should know that we can only reach the top if we are ready to ____ and learn 
from failure.  

A. deal with     B. depend on     C. carry on     D. go with 
44. ——Good evening. I ____ to see Miss Jessic.  
    ——Oh! Good evening. I'm sorry, but she is not in.  

A. came     B. come     C. have come     D. had come 
45. ——Please call me at 8:00 tomorrow morning. I'm kind of forgetful.  
    ——Don't worry about that, you'll be surely ____.  

A. reminded     B. told     C. warned     D. informed 
46. ——What's the matter with Tim? 
    ——Oh, Tim's cellphone was left in a taxi accidentally, never ____ again.  

A. to find     B. to be found     C. finding     D. being found 
47. A terrible earthquake happened in that district at the end of 2004, ____ many 
countries in the world paid close attention to this.  

A. where     B. when     C. which     D. what 
48. ——How come a simple meal like this costs so much? 
    ——We have ____ in your bill the cost of the cup you broke just now.  

A. added     B. included     C. contained     D. charged 
49. ——You didn't wait for Mr. Black last night, did you? 
    ——No, but we ____. He didn't return home at all.  
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A. couldn't have     B. needn't have      
C. didn't need to     D. should wait have 

50. ——How do you think I should receive the reporter? 
    ——____ you feel about him, try to be polite.  

A. How     B. What     C. Whatever     D. However 
51. ____ has recently been done to provide more buses for the people, a shortage of 
public vehicles remains a serious problem.  

A. That     B. What     C. In spite of what     D. Though what 
52. As we have much time left, let's discuss the matter ____ tea and cake.  

A. over     B. with     C. by      D. at 
53. Mr Black must be worried about something. You can ____ it from the look on his 
face.  

A. reason     B. recognize     C. read     D. realize 
54. ——Can I pay the bill by check? 
    ——Sorry, sir. But it is the management rule of our hotel that payment ____ be made 
in cash.  

A. shall     B. need     C. will     D. can 
55. If you win the competition, you will be given ____ to Europe for two.  

A. a free 7-day trip     B. a free trip for 7-day      
C. a 7-day free trip     D. a trip for 7-day free 

56. ——Hey, Kelin. Happy new year! ____? 
    ——Ok, I guess. My grandma kept cooking and cooking, so I just kept eating.  

A. How was your break            B. How is your grandma 
  C. Where did you go for holiday     D. What did you do in your holiday 
57. ——Would you mind giving your advice on how to improve our business 
management? 
    ——If you make ____ most of the equipment, there will be ____ rise in production.  

A. 不填；不填     B. the；a     C. 不填；a     D. the；不填 
58. ——Will $200 ____ the cost of the damage? 
    ——I'm afraid not. I need at least $100 more.  

A. do     B. include     C. cover     D. afford 
59. If you live in the country or have ever visited there, ____ are that you have heard 
birds singing to welcome the new day.  

A. situations     B. facts     C. dances     D. possibilities 
60. I ____ you, but I didn't think you would listen to me.  

A. could have told     B. must have told     C. should tell     D. might rell 
61. This problem may lead to more serious ones if ____ unsolved.  

A. making     B. remained     C. keeping     D. left 
62. I have no dreams ____ to have a happy life.  

A. rather than     B. more than     C. other than     D. less than 
63. ——You know Mr. Green has been ill for days? 
    ——Yes, I wonder if he is ____ better now.  

A. some     B. much     C. any     D. no 
64. $100 a month could hardly ____ the cost of his life in such a big city in this country.  

A. spend     B. take     C. cover     D. meet 
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65. Working in the kitchen for years made Tom ____ a good cook.  
A. for     B. into     C. of      D. as 

66. She was such a proud person that she would die ____ she would admit she was wrong.  
A. rather than     B. until     C. after     D. before 

67. ——Are you through with your homework? 
    ——Well, ____.  

A. sort of      B. go ahead     C. why not      D. that's OK 
68. ——What field will your son go into after graduation from Nanjing University? 
    ——I'm not quite certain, but he ____ a good teacher of English.  

A. promises     B. becomes     C. makes     D. proves 
69. My mother is always warning me when I go out, “Don't get off the bus ____ it is 
stopping.” 

A. until     B. before     C. while     D. after 
70. The dance performed by the disabled actors is really a hit, but years ago no one ____ 
they were to achieve such great success.  

A. must have imagined     B. could have imagined      
C. should have imagined    D. would have imagined 

71. The young lady prefers dressing up for a party to ____ by others.  
A. be noticed             B. being noticed      
C. having been noticed     D. have been noticed 

72. Before the war broke out, many people ____  possessions they could not take with 
them.  

A. threw away     B. put away     C. gave away     D. carried away 
73. ____ the pressure from work, teachers have to deal with psychological problems 
caused by interpersonal relationship.  

A. As far as     B. As long as     C. As well as     D. As soon as 
74. ——I hear your aunt likes travel, music, clothes and fine food.  
    ——Oh, yeah, and music may have been ____ of her tastes.  

A. the rather more respectable      B. much the most respectable 
  C. very the most respectable        D. even more respectable one 
75. ____ children tend to prefer sweets to meat.  

A. The most     B. Most     C. Most of     D. The most of the 
76. ——He looks very hot and dry.  
    ——So ____ if you had a temperature of 103.  

A. would you     B. will you     C. would you have been     D. do you 
77. In 1927 Benjamin Franklin founded one of the first adult-education organizations, 
____ the Junto.  

A. has been called     B. to call      
C. a group called      D. which group called 

78. The car ____ at the present speed until it reaches the foot of the mountain at about 
nine o'clock tonight.  

A. went     B. is going     C. goes     D. will be going 
79. ——You didn't invite Mary to the ball? 
    ——____ her, too? 

A. Must I invite          B. Should I have invited      
C. Must I have invited     D. Should I invite 
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80. The number 9. 11 is a special number, ____, I think, that will be remembered by the 
Americans forever.  

A. what     B. it      C. which  D. one 
81. Will you see to ____ that my birds are looked after well while I'm away? 

A. them     B. yourself C. it      D. me 
82. Many teens don't get enough sleep because they have too much homework, which 
____ them up at night.  

A. makes    B. breaks  C. turns   D. keeps 
83. ——Ms Lin looks rather a kind lady.  
    ——But in fact she is cold and hard on us. You ____ believe it! 

A. shouldn't     B. wouldn't     C. mustn't     D. needn't 
84. The program is like a window on the world ____ you sit by it and fix your attention 
on what it shows.  

A. if     B. as     C. while     D. unless 
85. ____ the search engine just gave me some brief introductions rather than the whole 
content of the book to read.  

A. Luckily     B. Mostly     C. Funnily     D. Disappointingly 
86. ——Did you know any French before you arrived in Washington? 
    ——Never ____ it, actually.  

A. had I learned     B. have I learned     C. I learned     D. was I learning 
87. In fact, more and more people ____ to live a greener, healthier and more 
environmentally “green life”.  

A. chose     B. choose     C. are choosing     D. have chosen 
88. A special dinner there might include Chinese pork dish, British roast beef and French-
style vegetables. Boiled rice ____ just about everything.  

A. is served with     B. will serve     C. serves with     D. is served 
89. The professor walked onto the platform and seated himself in a chair, ____ for 
answering questions.  

A. had prepared     B. being prepared     C. preparing     D. prepared 
90. In Scandinavian countries it is common ____ for the husband to stay at home to look 
after the baby.  

A. use     B. sense     C. practice     D. idea 
91. ——Why was our foreign teacher unhappy yesterday? 
    ——News about the tsunami striking her country ____ an attack of homesickness.  

A. set for     B. set out     C. set about     D. set off 
92. ——We are informed that the Weifang International Kite Festival starts at 7:00.  
    ——Oh, I didn't expect it was so early! I ____ to go out for dinner with my friends 
first.  

A. was planning     B. am planning     C. have been planning     D. have planned 
93. ____ abroad for a tour can be a great honor for an ordinary person like me.  

A. Taken     B. Taking     C. Being taken     D. Having been taken 
94. ——Did your classmate accept your invitation? 
    ——No, he ____ refused.  

A. as far as     B. as well as     C. as soon as     D. as good as 
95. I spent the whole day repairing the motorbike. The work was ____ simple.  

A. nothing but     B. anything but     C. something of      D. all except 
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96. ——Not getting that job was a big let-down.  
    ——Don't worry. Something better will ____.  

A. come along     B. take on      C. go by     D. fall behind 
97. ____ the help of experienced career instructors, this type of job-hunting training ____ 
to be very efficient.  

A. By; has proved       B. With; has proved      
C. Under; is proving     D. With; is proved 

98. To get as much firsthand information as possible, inspectors will hold workshops and 
distribute questionnaires, ____? 

A. isn't it     B. won't it     C. aren't they     D. won't they 
99. It's a bad practice to ____ children much money as a New Year gift.  

A. promise     B. permit     C. admit     D. allow 
100. By the time you arrive home, I ____, so please don't make any noise when you come 
in.  

A. shall have been sleeping     B. shall have slept      
C. shall sleep                D. shall be sleeping 

  
101.I will never forget the day _______ I came to my university and the day ______  I 
spent in a new city.  

A. when; which     B. which;  when    C. what; that    D. on which; when 
102. Although he was in poor health, Robert succeeded ______  other more famous 
engineers failed.  

A. which           B. that             C. what       D. where 
103. The meeting was expected to start at 9 o'clock but the manager didn't turn up ______ 
twenty minutes later.  

A. before           B. until            C. after       D. since 
104. ____ difficulties we meet, we can work them out.  

A. Whatever        B. However         C. Wherever   D. Whenever 
105. What impresses me most is ______ he appears in front of others, he wears a sincere 
and charming smile． 

A．which           B．that           C．where     D that whenever 
106.—Could I use your dictionary? 
—I’m sorry it isn’t here. I’d get it for you_______ I could remember who last borrowed it. 

A. expect that      B. now that           C. only if         D. even though 
107. ________ we gave him something to eat, he would save it up for his little sister.  

A. Whatever       B. However           C. Whenever      D. Whichever 
108. Hard-working though he was, ________ there was never enough money to pay the 
bills.  

A. /              B. and                C. but            D. therefore 
109. Much hard ________ he tried，he flailed to catch up with the first runner.  

A. although        B. as                 C. while          D. when 
110. I got in touch with Charles ________ I received his letter.  

A. when immediately     B. soon       C. immediately        D. suddenly 
111. Mr. Saddam Hussein had to go with the American soldiers, ________ .  

A. no matter he likes or not          B. no matter he should like it or not  
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C. no matter whether he likes or not   D. no matter he may like it or not 
112. ________, I have to put it away and focus my attention on study this week.  

A. However the story is amusing      B. No matter amusing the story is  
C. However amusing the story is      D. No matter how the story is amusing 

113. It wasn’t long _______ the two daughters of President Obama got used to the life in 
the White House 

A that            B before            C until          D and   
114. These foreign teachers say they will go ________ they are needed to teach English 
after they arrive in China. 

A. to place        B. to where          C. wherever      D. to matter where 
115. ________ you’ve got two film tickets, you may as well invite Mary to go with you 
tonight. 

A .Now that         B. After all         C. Although     D. As soon as 
116. —What are you going to do this afternoon? 
— I will probably play computer games ________ my parents are out. 

A. as far as       B. as long as        C. even if        D. as if 
117.______, he knows well about his family history and dreams of being a writer in the 
future. 

A. To be a child   B.  A child as he is   C.As a child      D. Child as he is  
118. John plays the piano _____, if not better than, David. But he never shows off in 
public. 

A. as well      B. as well as           C. so well        D. so well as 
119. —It’s a long time _______ I drunk so much.   
—Yes, and what a pity it is since it will be a long time ______ we see each other again. 

A before; since  B. when; when         C. since; before    D. when; then 
120. ________ your composition carefully, some spelling mistakes can be avoided.  

A. Having checked B. Check            C. If you check    D. To check 
121. I would never speak to someone like that ________ they said something unpleasant 
to me.  

A. even if      B. so that              C. as if          D. ever since  
122.－Did you remember to return the book to our English teacher?  
－Yes. I gave it to him ________ I saw him.  

A. once        B. while              C. if             D. the moment 
123. —May I go now? 
— ________ you’ve finished your work, you may go.  

A. After        B. Although           C. Now that       D. As soon as 
124. It will be five years ________ we meet again.  

A. since        B. until               C. before         D. when 
125. Never lose heart ________ difficulty you may meet with.  

A. what        B. whatever            C. how          D. however 
126. You can still find bones of the birds ________ they used to live.  

A. in which     B. in the place          C. where         D. that 
127. ________ I admit that there are problems, I don’t agree that they cannot be solved.  

A. While       B. If                  C. As            D. Unless 
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128. “________ my feet remain standing above the water level, there is hope...” said the 
captain.  

A. Where      B. Even if              C. While          D. Although 
129. —Is there anybody in the classroom ? 
—No, the teacher, together with the students _____ to the playground. 

A. go         B. went                C. has gone        D. have gone 
130. —Are these your sheep ? 
—No. Mine _____ on grass at the foot of the hill. 

A. are feeding  B. feed                 C. is fed          D. is feeding 
131. Sitting  at the back of the room but in front of some old men and women _____ a 
very shy girl with two bright eyes. 

A. was        B. are                  C. were           D. there was 
132. Mr. Bush,  together with his wife and daughter _____ going to Japan next week. 

A. are           B. is              C. will be        D. would be 
133. Not the teacher but the students _____ excited. 

A. is            B. has             C. are           D. have 
134. As I have a meeting at four, ten minutes _____ all that I can spare to talk with you. 

A. are           B. was             C. is            D. were 
135. _____ of the land in that district _____ covered with trees and grass. 

A. Two fifth; is   B. Two fifths; are     C. Two fifth; are   D. Two fifths; is 
136.He is the only one of the students who _______a winner of scholarship for three 
years. 

A. is            B. are              C. have been      D. has been 
137.Professor Smith, along with his assistants,____ on the project day and night to meet 
the deadline.  

A. work          B. working         C. is working      D. are working 
138.Not only ______interested in football but ______beginning to show an interest in it. 

A. the teacher himself is … all his students are   
B. the teacher himself is …are all his students   
C. is the teacher himself …are all his students    
D. is the teacher himself …all his students are 

139. —“Each of the students, working hard at his or her lessons,_____ to go to 
university.” 
  —“So do I.” 

A. hope           B. hopes             C. hoping          D. hoped 
140.E-mail, as well as telephone,______ an important part in daily communication. 

A. is playing       B. have played        C. are playing       D. hoped 
141.Books of this kind ______ well. 

A. sell            B. sells              C. are sold          D. is sold 
142. Was it in the waiting room ______ only allows mothers-to-be to enter that you lost 
your wallet?  

A. /              B. where             C. that             D. when  
143．_______ has been announced, our government will take more measures to make 
the falling economics recover as soon as possible. 

A. That          B. As               C. It               D. What 
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144. But for the help you gave me, I _______ the examinations. 
A. would have passed      B. would pass   
C. wouldn’t have passed    D. wouldn’t pass 

145．The book is meant to ___needs it . 
  A. who        B. whoever       C. whomever      D. whom 
146．What ______ me most was that my parents were so ______ with my school grades. 

A. disappointed; disappointed      B. disappointing; disappointing 
C. disappointed; disappointing     D. disappointing; disappointed 

147．The evening news comes on at seven o’clock and ______ only thirty minutes. 
A. keeps     B. continues    C. finishes     D. lasts 

148．“Will you really qui t the job？” he asked, ______ into my eyes. 
A. looked     B. looks        C. looking     D. to look 

149．—Don’t make a noise. Mr. Wang is sleeping in the next room. 
—______. 

A. Yes, I will    B. You are right   C. Of course        D. No, I won’t 
150．Well, that was delicious! I have never had ______. 

A. a best meal     B. the best meal     C. a better meal     D. the better meal 
151. It is often       that human beings are naturally equipped to speak. 

A. said     B. to say     C. saying     D. being said  
152. Charles was alone at home, with ____ looking after him. 

A. someone B. anyone     C. not one     D. no one  
153. Progress          so far very good and we are sure that the work will be finished on 
time. 

A. was     B. had been     C. has been     D. will be  
154. The children loved their day trip, and they enjoyed the horse ride        . 

A. most     B. more         C. less        D. little  
155. All the dishes in this menu,     otherwise stated, will serve two to three people. 

A. as        B. if         C. though     D. unless  
156. I’m sure that your letter will get _____attention. They know you’re waiting for it. 

A. continued B. immediate  C. careful    D. general  
157. The CDs are on sale! Buy one and you get _____ completely free. 

A. other     B. others      C. one        D. ones  
158. Jenny nearly missed the flight        doing too much shopping. 

A. as a result of     B. on top of     C. in front of     D. in need of  
159. What I need is      book that contains    ABC of oil painting. 

A. a; 不填         B. the; 不填    C. the; an     D. a; the  
160. If you leave the club, you will not be _____ back in. 

A. received       B. admitted    C. turned         D. moved  
161. They use computers to keep the traffic        smoothly. 

A. being run        B. run         C. to run      D. running  
162. My friend showed me round the town,      was very kind of him. 

A. which           B. that        C. where      D. it  
163. It’s high time you had your hair cut; it’s getting      . 

A. too much long    B. much too long     
C. long too much    D. too long much 
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164. --- Do you mind my opening the window? It’s a bit hot in here. 
---          , as a matter of fact. 

A. Go ahead    B. Yes, my pleasure    C. Yes, I do     D. Come on  
165. I can’t leave. She told me that I         stay here until she comes back. 

A. can       B. must             C. will         D. may   
166. --- Is it all right if I keep this photo？   --- _______.  

A. No, you don’t   B. No, it shouldn’t    C. I’m afraid not D. Don’t keep it 
167. Tom was about to close the windows_____his attention was caught by a bird.  

A. when     B. if    C. and    D. till  
168. My mother opened the drawer to _________ the knives and spoons.  

A. put away B. put up  C. put on    D. put together 
169. Barbara is easy to recognize as she’s the only of the women who ____ evening dress.  

A. wear     B. wears  C. has worm D. have worm  
170. --- Have you finished the book？ 
--- No. I’ve read up to _____ the children discover the secret cave.  

A. which   B. what   C. that     D. where  
171. Though ______ to see us, the professor gave us a warm welcome.  

A. surprise   B. was surprised    C. surprised    D. being surprised  
172. Neither side is prepared to talk to _____ unless we can smooth thing over between 
them.  

A. others    B. the other        C. another     D. one other  
173. The island is ____ attractive in spring and autumn because of the pleasant weather in 
both seasons.  

A. partly    B. merely     C. nearly    D. equally  
174. The doctor thought ____ would be good for you to have a holiday. 

A. this    B. that         C. one       D. it  
175. Linda, make sure the tables ____ before the guests arrive.  

A. be set    B. set         C. are set     D. are setting  
176. I refuse to accept the blame for something _____ was someone else’s fault.  

A. who    B. that          C. as        D. what  
177. I’m afraid Mr. Harding ____ see you now, he’s busy.  

A. can’t    B. mustn’t      C. shouldn’t D. needn’t  
178. --- Can I help you? Are you looking for anything in particular today? 
--- _____, we’re just looking.  

A. Yes, please    B. No, thank you    C. Yes, you can    D. No, you needn’t 
179. Excuse me, I      I was blocking your way. 

A. didn’t realize   B. don’t realize    C. haven’t realized    D. wasn’t realizing 
180. Mr. Black is very happy because the clothes made in his factory have never been     . 

A. popular    B. more popular    C. most popular    D. the most popular  
181. --- Did you forget about my birthday? 
---         I’ve booked a table at Michel’s restaurant for this evening. 

A. What then?    B. I’m afraid so.    C. How could I?    D. For sure.  
182. Ted came for the weekend wearing only some shorts and a T-shirt,        is a stupid 
thing to do in such weather. 

A. this     B. that       C. what      D. which  
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183. If you_______smoke, please go outside. 
A. can     B. should     C. must      D. may  

184. If you don’t like the drink you ________, just leave it and try a different one. 
A. ordered B. are ordering C. will order   D. had ordered  

185. Mary, I       John of his promise to help you. 
A. told     B. reminded     C. warned     D. advised  

186. I got this bicycle for ______. My friend gave it to me when she bought a new one. 
A. everything B. something  C. anything     D. nothing  

187. It is one thing to enjoy listening to good music, but it is       another to play it well 
yourself. 

A. quite      B. very         C. rather     D. much  
188. Jane won’t join us for dinner tonight and        . 

A. neither won’t Tom   B. Tom won’t either   C. Tom will too   D. so will Tom 
189. This shop will be closed for repairs       further notice. 

A. with      B. until         C. for       D. at  
190. The island,          to the mainland by a bridge, is easy to go to. 

A. joining     B. to join          C. joined     D. having joined  
191. As he reached        front door, Jack saw         strange sight. 

A. the; 不填  B. a; the         C. 不填; a    D. the; a  
192. Mr. Stevenson is great to work for --- I really couldn’t ask for a_______ boss. 

A. better     B. good            C. best        D. still better 
193. Sarah pretended to be cheerful, ______nothing about the argument. 

A. says     B. said           C. to say    D. saying  
194. It was a nice meal,         a little expensive. 

A. though     B. whether        C. as         D. since  
195. --- So you gave her your phone? 
--- ______, she said she’d return it to me when she could afford her own. 

A. My pleasure B. Not exactly C. No doubt    D. All right  
196. Never _______ forget the days when _______  together with you．  

A．shall I；I lived        B．shall I；did I live    
C．I shall；I lived        D．I shall；did I live  

197. Why didn't you tell me there was no meeting today? I _____ all the way here 
_____the heavy snow.  

A. needn't have driven；through   B. can't have driven；across 
C. mustn't have driven；through   D. shouldn't have driven；cross  

198．It was the training _______ he had at school _______  made him good jumper．  
   A．what；what      B．that；that       C．what；that      D．that；had  
199. It was _____ great shock to the world that two airplanes crashed into _____ World 
Trade Centre in New York on Sept．11．  

A．a；／           B．the；the       C．a；the          D．／；the  
200. For quite _____ students，their teacher's advice is more important than _____ of 
their parents'．  

A．few；one     B．a few；that      C．a little；some       D．a lot；many 
201．Before building a house, you will have to _________ the government’s permission. 
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A．get from     B．follow        C．receive            D．ask for 
202．The doctor advised Vera strongly that she should take a holiday, but _______ 
didn’t help. 

A．it        B．she      C．which     D．he 
203．He       have completed his work; otherwise, he wouldn’t be enjoying himself by 
the seaside. 

A．should     B．must     C．wouldn’t  D．can’t 
204. There _________ be any difficulty about passing the road test since you have 
practiced a lot in the driving school. 

A. mustn’t       B. shan’t     C. shouldn’t      D. needn’t 
205．When         help, one often says “Thank you.” or “It’s kind of you.” 

A．offering     B．to offer     C．to be offered  D．offered 
206. He hurried to the station only ______ that the train had left. 
  A. to find        B. finding      C. found         D. to have found 
207．       in a white uniform , he looks more like a cook than a doctor . 

A．Dressed     B．To dress  C．Dressing    D．Having dressed  
208．I was surprised by her words , which made me recognize        silly mistakes I had 
made. 

A．what       B．that       C．how       D．which  
209. I'm moving to the countryside because the air there is much fresher than________ in 
the city. 

A. ones             B. one              C. that               D. those 
210. In our childhood, we were often _______ by Grandma to pay attention to our table 
manners. 

A. demanded        B. reminded          C. allowed            D. hoped 
211. The place _______ the bridge is supposed to be built should be ________the cross-
river traffic is the heaviest. 

A. which; where   B. at which; which  C. at which; where   D. which; in which 
212 .---- Don't you think it necessary that he _______ to Miami but to New York? 
---- I agree, but the problem is ________ he has refused to. 

A. will not be sent; that                 B. not be sent; that 
C. should not be sent; what              D. should not send; what 

213．The manager, _______ it clear to us that he didn’t agree with us, left the meeting 
room. 

A．who has made   B．having made   C．made   D．making 
214．—Must I turn off the gas after cooking ? 
    —Of course . You can never be          careful with that . 

A．enough        B．too            C．so      D．very 
215．Nowadays, a large number of women, especially those from the countryside, 
_________ in the clothing industry. 

A．is working     B．works          C．work     D．worked 
216．In the dark forests ________, some large enough to hold several English towns. 

A．stand many lakes  B．lie many lakes 
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C．many lakes lie      D．many lakes stand 
217. With more forests being destroyed, huge quantities of good earth ______ each year. 

A. is washing away  B. is being washed away 
 C. are washing away  D. are being washed away 
218. The country life he was used to ______ greatly since 1992. 

A. change  B. has changed  C. changing  D. have changed 
219.The president spoke at the business meeting for nearly an hour without _________ 
his notes. 

A．bringing up B．referring to    C．looking for  D．trying on 
220. _________ I explained on the phone, your request will be considered at the next 
meeting. 

A．When     B．After        C．As         D．Since  
221. It is almost five years           we saw each other last time. 

A. before        B. since         C. after       D. when 
222. There is no light in the dormitory. They must have gone to the lecture, ________? 

A. didn't they     B. don't they   C. mustn't they    D. haven't they 
223. I'm going to the supermarket this afternoon. Do you have anything ________? 

A. to be buying   B. to buy       C. for buying     D. to be bought 
224. Along with the letter was his promise ________ he would visit me this coming 
Christmas.  

A. which         B. that           C. what           D. whether 
225．You must keep on working in the evening, ______ you are sure you can finish the 
task in time 

A．as          B．if          C．when       D．unless 
226.         recent report stated that the number of Spanish speakers in the U.S. would be 
higher than the number of English speakers by         year 2090. 

A. A; the        B. A;不填       C. The;不填    D. The; a 
227．While watching television, __________. 

A．the doorbell rang         B．the doorbell rings 
C．we heard the doorbell ring D．we heard the doorbell rings 

228．－Shall we go to the art exhibition right away? 
   －       .  

A．It’s your opinion B．I don’ t mind  C．It’s all up to you  D．That’s your decision 
229. _________ in the regulations that you should not tell other people the password of 
your e-mail account. 

A. What is required   B. What requires C. It is required D. It requires  
230. Some researchers believe that there is no doubt ______ a cure for AIDS will be 
found. 
  A. which           B. that         C. what        D. whether 
231. ---When are you leaving for Hong Kong? 
   ---I don’t know. __________. 
  A. It doesn’t matter   B. Never mind  C. That’s OK    D. It depends 
232. ____________ the law should be punished. 
  A. Anyone breaks         B. Whoever breaks   
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C. No matter who breaks   D. Those break 
233. It is believed that the college tuition fee will certainly ________the difficulty of a 
poor family. 

A. add to        B. add up     C. add up to       D. add  
234. He might not come this evening. __________, we won’t hold the party. 
  A. In any case    B. In case     C. In that case     D. In no case  
235. ---I got the first prize in the English competition. 
   ---This ____________ a celebration! 
  A. calls on       B. calls off     C. calls up       D. calls for  
236.--- Do you mind my turning on the air-conditioner? 
  ---Well, I’d rather you __________. 
  A. didn’t         B. don’t       C. won’t        D. haven’t  
237. We’re sure to win the entrance examination ___________ next year. 
  A. held          B. being held   C. to be held     D. having been held 
238. When you read the reference book, you’d better make a mark _______ you have any 
doubts. 
  A. which         B. in which    C. where        D. in where  
239. If you run after two hares, you will catch __________. 
  A. neither        B. either       C. both         D. each 
240. I couldn’t afford the ticket, so I had to watch the __________TV broadcast of Sun 
Nan’s concert at home. 
  A. lively         B. live         C. alive        D. living   
241. Mr. Chen said the revision would be finished by January, ________ ,personally , I 
doubt very much.  
  A. it             B. that         C. which       D. what  
242. It was my ___________that your cell phone was stolen. 
  A. mistake        B. problem     C. error        D. fault   
243. We can gain _______ knowledge of the past events by studying history. 
  A. /              B. the         C. a           D. an  
244. To go to school before 6:30 to read English seems to a rule ___________. 
  A. never to be broken      B. never to be breaking   
  C. never to have broken    D. never to been broken  
245. ----How are you getting along with your English study ? 
  ----So far ________. 
  A. so well         B. as well       C. quite well      D. so good 
246. The girl wanted to end her life and ________all her worries in her world. 
  A. get away from  B. take away from  C. keep away from  D. break away from  
247. You can’t imagine the difficulty I have ___________the problem! 
  A. to solve       B. solved         C. solving         D.  solve  
248. ______so many people communicating in English every day, it will become more 
and more important to use English freely. 
  A. As           B. With          C. Because         D. If  
249. Why? I have nothing to confess. I really have no idea ____________you want me to 
say. 
  A. that what it is  B. what is it that   C. what it is that    D. that it is what  
250. The leaders discussed the plan they would like to see______ the coming week. 
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  A. carry out    B. carrying out    C. to carry out    D. carried out  
251. He ________ fault with me. How can we get on well with each other? 
  A. always finds B. is always finding C. has always found  D. will always find 
252. The water level of the river _________by l metre after the heavy rain. 

A. rose       B. was risen       C. raised           D. was raised 
253. Following the _________ success in every field in the 20th century, China will 
make even greater progress. 
  A. history-made     B. history-making    C. making-history   D. made-history 
254. The smile on Dad’s face suggested that he ________ satisfied with what his son had 
done. 
  A. should be        B. is               C. was            D. be  
255. I’ll never forget the poor village ________ we visited during the summer vacation. 
  A. that             B. where           C. to which        D. in which   
256. The old photo brought the hours back to me ______I was a primary school student 
in that far-away town. 
  A. until             B. that             C. when          D. who 
257. I’m not sure what the girl’s _______in the play is, but I think she will act the heroine. 
  A. actress           B. performance      C. role          D. demonstration  
258. So far 6 Chinese Americans have been _____the Nobel Prize for their outstanding 
contribution to science. 
  A. rewarded         B. awarded         C. shown         D. offered  
259. Zhong Nanshan made another wonderful discovery, _______ of great value to study 
SARS. 
  A. which I think is   B. which I think it is   C. I think it is     D. I think is  
260.---What about having a drink? 
   ---____________. 
  A. Me, too        B. Go ahead, please    C. Help yourself    D. Good idea 
261. ----Would you please lend me the dictionary?---- ____. 

A. You are welcome   B. Not at all    C. Thank you   D. Here you are 
262. Five apples are not enough for them, they need ____. 

A. three another    B. three other     C. three more  D. three more than 
263. ----Where ____ the dictionary? I can't see it anywhere. 
----I ____ it right here. But now it's missing. 

A. did you put; have put     B. have you put; put   
C. had you put; was putting  D. were you putting; have put 

264. ----Where is Mary?     
----At ____. 

A. Mr. Brown's   B. the Browns    C. Mr. Browns   D. the Mr. Browns' 
265. What the boy ____ make his friends happy. 

A. does did    B. did did    C. do do    D. do does 
266. Is this school ____ you studied at ten years ago? 

A. which      B. that       C. where    D. the one 
267. ----It's too late now. I think it's time for me to leave.  ---- ____. 

A. Good idea    B. Good night    C. Good evening   D. Really 
268. ----The cake smells delicious.    ---- ____. 

A. So does it    B. So it does      C. So is the cake   D. So it is 
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269. I ____ my father ____ and he did so. 
A. advised; to stop smoking        B. tried to persuade; to give off smoking 
C. persuaded; to give up smoking   D. suggested; to stop to smoke. 

270. Grandpa is old, but he is still very ____. 
A. living        B. alive      C. strong          D. younger 

271. Can you ____ me ten dollars? I'll pay it ____ to you tomorrow. 
A. borrow; off    B. lend; off   C. borrow; back    D. lend; back 

272. ----Have a nice holiday!   ---- ____.   
A. The same as you   B. You do, too    
C. The same to you   D. The same with you 

273. “Is there anyone in your class ____ the name of Mary? ”____.  
A. whose; No     B. her; None    C. by; No one    D. called; Nobody 

274. The girl ____ a beautiful skirt has told me the news. Which is not right? 
A. wearing      B. dressed in     C. in     D. having on 

275. They told us that these small apples are often sweeter than big ____. 
A. those     B. one     C. that      D. ones 

276．—Could I ask you a rather personal question?   
—________  

A．Yes, don’t worry．       B．Of course, go ahead． 
C．Yes, help yourself．      D．Of course, why not? 

277．Teaching _______ child to cook will improve many of the skills that he or she will 
need later in _______ life．  
  A．不填；the  B．a；不填  C．a；the  D．the；a 
278．If your wages are small, they’ll be free ________ income tax．  

A．with   B．about  C．to   D．of 
279．Liu Dehua has set up a new record, that is, the sales of his last record ______ 100 
million．     

A．have reached   B．has reached C．are reaching D．is reaching 
280．The seller would sell the skirt for fifty dollars, but the customer _______ only half 
the price.     

A．asked        B．charged  C．sold   D．offered 
281．—Why didn’t you try your best to get on the bus? 
—I tried to , but _______ I could, it started moving．  

A．until      B．when     C．before  D．after 
282．It is certain that he will ________ his father’s business when he is experienced 
enough． 

A．take over      B．think over  C．hand over D．go over 
283．I hate _______ when young people speak to the elderly in a rude way．  

A．this       B．that       C．it   D．one 
284．Word comes that free souvenirs (纪念品) will be given to _______ comes first．  

A．no matter whom  B．whomever  C．no matter who D．whoever 
285．_______ your savings so fast, or you’ll end up as a beggar．  
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A．Stop to spend      B．To stop to spend   
C．Stop spending   D．Stopping spending 

286．It was with great joy _______ he received the news that his best friend would come 
to Beijing．   
   A．because       B．which       C．since   D．that 
287．Jane went off to the party with her husband, _______ a happy evening of wine, 
food and song．      

A．expected       B．expecting      C．to expect  D．expects 
288．—Excuse me．Is this the right way to the Summer Palace? 
—Sorry, I’m not sure．But it _______ be． 

A．might  B．will   C．must   D．can 
289．Shirley said that she would have a two-week holiday in July, ______ I think, is 
impossible．     

A．it   B．that   C．when   D．which 
290．Although she doesn’t like to live in the country, ______ , she goes there for a 
picnic．     

A．once upon a time  B．some time 
C．once in a while  D．from now on 

291. He will _____ our class to sing at the school singing contest. 
A. take place of  B. stand for        C. represent      D. representative of  

292. The two boys fought and fought until one ______. 
A. gave up     B. gave in       C. gave    D. gave off   

293. Wang Mei is one of many Chinese teenagers _____ “on the go” 
A. who lives life B. who live life  C. that lives living D. that live living 

294. Who is it up ____ decide whether to go or not? 
A. to to   B. to     C. for to       D. to for 

295. Whenever I go to Beijing, ____ is quite frequent, I will go to visit the Great Wall. 
A. where   B. which   C. as it       D. it 

296. She said she would spend her holiday ___ Beijing. 
A. on       B. at       C. in    D. for 

297. She locked her room _____ a thief would break into it. 
A. in case that    B. for fear that  C. in case of     D. for fear of 

298. As far as I know, this man ____ risk anything than lose the ring for his wife. 
A. would rather   B. had better       C. preferred    D. would like to  

299. ___ nice, the food was sold out soon. 
A. Tasted   B. Tasting   C. To taste      D. Being tasted   

300.  ---- I think this the sweater you need. 
   ---- _______. 
  A. I think I should be more careful   B. I’m sorry I can’t take it 
  C. But would you mind if I looked at some other sweaters before I try this on? 
  D. No, I’d better go. 
 


